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IN 1983, MIDLAND LEAD LTD BEGAN MANUFACTURING LEAD

SHEET FOR THE LOCAL BUILDING INDUSTRY, ON A MODEST 

6.5-ACRE SITE IN DERBYSHIRE, USING ONE MELTING KETTLE, 

A CASTING MACHINE AND TWO CUTTING LINES. 

Although initially we mainly produced machine cast lead sheet,

over the years we have matured into the only UK-based lead sheet

manufacturer able to offer customers the entire range of lead products.

From machine cast lead and rolled lead, to lead ancillaries, medical lead

and sand cast lead – we supply them all at competitive prices. It’s a unique

position we are very proud of!

BOUDEWIJN TUINENBURG
Managing Director, Midland Lead Ltd



Battersea Town Hall, London; Cardiff Castle, South Wales; Royal Pavilion, Brighton; Kedleston Hall, Derby; 

Mafraq Hospital, Abu Dhabi; St Barts Hospital, London; Garnavel Hospital, Glasgow

WE BELIEVE THE KEY TO 
OUR SUCCESS IS BASED ON OUR:

ALAN THOMAS
Sales and Communications Director, British Board of Agrément (BBA)

The British Board of Agrément and British Standards Institution are not competing product

quality systems. They’re complementary – certification by either should give specifiers confidence

in a product’s performance. A BBA certificate often relates to an innovative element of manufacture,

but innovative process or not, our approval is granted only if a product has a level of performance at

least as good as, or better than, that specified by the British Standards. And that’s the case with

Midland Lead’s lead products.



One of the most common usages of lead

sheet is as a weatherproofing material in

the building industry. Both our premium

cast and rolled lead sheet are produced

to the highest industry standards and are

suitable for all building applications,

including flat and pitched roofs, flashings,

gutters, and parapets. 

I can confirm that NHBC is satisfied; having viewed production

processes for this method of casting lead and with a valid BBA certificate,

that this lead can be acceptable to NHBC when installed within the scope of

the certificate and to normal codes of practices. I trust this provides the

confirmation and assurance that you seek from NHBC.

MARK CARTER
Technical officer, National House-Building Council (NHBC)

         



In recent years, we have combined our

knowledge of shielding technology with

our experience in manufacturing lead sheet

to produce lead products suitable for

radiation protection in the health sector.

These products, which include thin lead

sheet and lead-lined boards, are all

manufactured to the highest standard and

comply with specific requirements for use

in radiation protection.

NIALL HIGHBEE
Radiation Protection Adviser

SUPPLYING LEAD TO

Niall Highbee, Radiation Protection Adviser: “Upon finishing my study to compare

the performance of rolled lead and machine cast lead in radiation shielding, I can confirm

that apart from cost advantages, Midland Lead’s machine cast lead has no discernible

differences from rolled lead and affords reliable precise attenuation of X-rays as predicted

by the British Standard BS 4094 part 1 and BS 4094 part 2 and other standards.

   



JOHN BAILEY
Director, Maidstone Roofing Services Ltd

Midland Lead has been supplying lead sheet to UK building projects for nearly 30

years. Our premium cast lead sheet has been successfully used to weatherproof

historic buildings such as Kedleston Hall and Cardiff Castle. The experience and

knowledge we have gained from our relationship with the heritage experts in the

field has made us decide to produce traditional sand cast lead for these unique

heritage jobs. 

We have used Midland Lead as a lead and ancillaries supplier for a refurbishment project at Dover Castle in

Kent for English Heritage. For that project, our supplies were usually delivered within 72 hours. Should we need to

chase up a delivery, a telephone call to their office was all that’s needed. Also, specific sizes of lead that we’ve ordered,

were provided without additional charges. And the ability to order all ancillary products from one source has been very

convenient. All in all, Midland Lead provides an excellent service.
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Midland Lead, Kiln Way
Woodville, Swadlincote, Derbyshire DE11 8ED

T: +44 (0)1283 224555
www.midlandlead.co.uk
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